TO

Padamjit Singh,
45 Ranjit Bagh,
Opposite Modi Mandir,
Patiala - 147001

Subject: Information sought under RTI Act, 2005.

Dear Sir,

This is in reference to your letter dated 25.10.2014 received in this office on 29.10.2014 regarding the information related to SEM Energy meter data. The point-wise reply of your query as provided by concerned department is as mentioned below:

Q1. SEM Energy meter data of the following SEM Meters for the period 01.09.14 to 31.10.14 at UMPP Sasan.

SEM Meters on 765Kv side of Sasan Generator transformers, units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

R1. The desired data may please find on the below links on the web site.

http://wrldc.com/RTI%20Response/Response%20to%20SASAN%20query9/

After down loading Response to SASAN Query No 9, the file will open date wise folder i.e. to open file for 010914.SA2 this will contain meters for the day.

Q2. The status of commissioning/installation of SEM meters on Sasan unit 6 and on 765 kV Sasan-Vindhyachal pooling station S/C line.

R2. This information does not pertain to WRLDC, POSOCO as the installation & commissioning are not done by WRLDC.

Thanking You.

(V K Shrivastava)
AGM & CPIO

CC: 1. GM & CPIO, CC, Gurgaon
2. GM & AA, WRLDC, Mumbai - for kind information please.